PTP820G Support

of Redundant MPLS Routers
in Public Safety Network
OVERVIEW

Public safety networks demand
the highest levels of network
availability and as such, many
network deployments include
equipment redundancies.
This paper explains how to
implement PTP820G to
support redundant routers.
NETWORK SETUP
The following diagram shows a PTP820G 1+1 link deployment in which redundant routers are used
to connect to the customer application.
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In this network configuration, a pair of redundant MPLS routers are connected to a PTP820G Chassis
at each end. The PTP820G is configured with 1+1 Hot Standby for radio redundancy. The implementation
needs to make sure that on a sunny day, all four routers can talk to each other. Failure of any of the
1+1 radios will not affect the traffic going through the routers if the 1+1 radio link is up.

IMPLEMENTATION
The above configuration can be implemented easily using MP Ethernet Services capability provided by
the PTP820G product line.
An MP Service is created by two Ethernet ports and one logical 1+1 radio port as the service points, which
allow traffic to pass from either Ethernet port through the 1+1 radio link to the remote side.

To make the link transparent to user traffic, set all the service points to SAP/all-2-one.

PTP820 supports MPLS QoS by default, automatically enabling MPLS EXP priority.
SUMMARY
Using PTP820G with MP services, additional MPLS routers can be deployed at each network site to
ensure network equipment redundancy. Traffic transparency can be achieved by using All-2-One service
points for MP Service. The radio will automatically honor MPLS QoS.
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